
What is Mixing?



Scope of the Guidelines

KEY CONCEPTS

MIXING

BALANCE YOUR LEVELS

EQ

PANINING

DYNAMIC

REVERB & DELAY



MIXING

Mixing marks the start of post-production, where an engineer carves and balances the separate
tracks in a session to sound good when played together. 

With tools like EQ, compression, panning, and reverb at their disposal, mix engineers reduce
clashes between instruments, tighten grooves, and emphasize important song elements. 

In some cases, they might even layer drum hits with samples from outside the session or mute
redundant instrument parts.

Mix engineers also need to consider whether their decisions serve the arc of a song, which may
be communicated explicitly by an artist or understood by the mixer based on experience. 

The chorus isn’t hitting hard enough? Well then the preceding verse needs to be reduced in level
and filtered slightly darker to make the transition clearer.

Definition from: https://www.izotope.com/en/learn/what-is-the-difference-between-mixing-and-mastering.html



Work the levels (volumes) of your

tracks in order to find the correct

balance. 

Tip: use a pink noise for consistent

and easy balancing starting point,

then adjust accordingly to your taste.

Make sure nothing 'clipping' (hitting

the reds, and make sure to have

enough headroom in your master bus

(-6db)

STEP 1: BALANCE
YOUR LEVELS



Equalising is the art of boosting, cutting and

balancing all the frequencies in a mix to get

the sound you want.

Remember, sound is made of frequencies

(Hz).

With an EQ make sure to clean the

unnecesary flrequencies from the sounds you

have in your track. Example, clean the low

frequencies of your hi hats. Clean the high

frequencies of your sub,

STEP 2: CLEAN YOUR
SOUNDS! (EQ) 

PRO TIP: Do this in mono

(put a 'Utility' Plugin in your

master channel and enable

the mono function. This will

guarantee that your mix

soudns good in mono and

stereo. (Good mix in mono

will be good in stereo, good

stereo mix won't be good in

mono.)



Panning allows us to

position our sounds in the

mix and create a stereo field

with our sounds. 

With panning you can move

sounds from left to right.

STEP 3: MOVE YOUR
INSTRUMENTS
AROUND (PANNING)

PRO TIP: Keep the main

elements close to the center

(example, vocals in the center)

and keep your sub

frequencies (below 150Hz) in

mono. (Example, kick, sub and

bass, make them mono using

utility)
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Dynamics is the space between the loudest

parts of a sounds and the quietest part. The

contrast (space between this) is considered as

dynamic range.

Compression is a tool that allows us to tame the

dynamic range, They increase the volume of the

quiteres part and lowers the louder parts in

order to give a consistent and balance overall

sound

More compression less dynamics.

PRO TIP: Dynamic is a good
thing!

Use compression very wisely,

make sure not to kill the

essence of your sound with

compression.

Use compression only to

control the balancing of your

track.

STEP 4: CONTROL THE
DYNAMICS
(COMPRESSION)



Reverb is the reflection of sound.In other words,

a sound that evoes. As an effect you can create

depth in your mix.

PRO TIP:

Think in terms of, reverb as
a correlation with distance.
The more reverb, the further
the sound is.

Also, Avoid reverb on kick
and bass. Use more reverb
on the toms and cymbals.

STEP 5: ADD DEPTH
(REVERB & DELAY)
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Delay can be used to add distance to your

elements.

Use it creatively!

STEP 5: ADD DEPTH
(REVERB & DELAY)

PRO TIP:

Make sure to not clutter
your mix by adding a high
pass filter on your delay and
reverb channels.

Also, you can add a side-
chain to make it clearer.


